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Firebox M4600 and M5600 provide distributed enterprises with security, speed, and flexibility



Woking, Surrey: 31/3/16 – Wick Hill (https://www.wickhill.com/), WatchGuard’s longest serving value

added distributor, announces that it is now shipping WatchGuard’s latest release, the highest

performing Firebox® M4600 and M5600 Unified Threat Management (UTM) appliances. In addition to top

performance, WatchGuard's M4600/M5600 firewalls offer flexible port modularity, and redundant power

supplies, making them a perfect fit for organizations with larger and often dispersed environments that

require fast speed and flexibility, such as distributed enterprises.



Top performance paired with speed, flexibility, and affordability make these appliances ideal for taking

the lead in distributed, hub-and-spoke type deployment scenarios. Typically deployed at the corporate

headquarters, these appliances serve as the "hub" appliance, responsible for managing and securing all

communications between the head office and all remote employee and small business sites.



"Organizations need high performance UTM security solutions with fast speeds to quickly scale and operate

seamlessly across their network," said Brendan Patterson, director of Product Management at WatchGuard.

"They shouldn't have to sacrifice performance for security - anywhere in their network. Our Fireboxes

consolidate critical network and security functions into a single, centrally managed UTM platform that is

easy to set up, deploy and manage."



Tony Evans, WatchGuard product sales manager at Wick Hill, commented: “The new M4600/M5600 appliances

offer enterprise grade security at unbeatable value. This is an exciting new product for WatchGuard

customers and the channel.”



The Firebox M4600/M5600 appliances provide greater port density options that enable IT professionals to

add additional network modules with more fiber or copper ports. Each appliance has two available slots

for expansion modules, and options for 4x10Gb fiber, 8x1Gb copper, or 8x1Gb fiber. Network modularity

empowers IT pros to customize the port configuration to meet their needs, while ensuring the flexibility

to adapt the firewall as their network evolves.



Standard with all WatchGuard appliances is access to Dimension, the company's award-winning, actionable

threat intelligence platform. Dimension aggregates data from all WatchGuard appliances across a

customer's network and translates that data into visually rich and actionable information. With

Dimension, customers can easily see not only what is going on in their network but proactively take

steps, faster than ever before, to update their security policy immediately, right from the reporting

dashboards, to stop malicious sites, applications and users.



About Wick Hill  

Established in 1976, value added distributor Wick Hill specialises in secure IP infrastructure solutions.

The company sources and delivers best-of-breed, easy-to-use solutions through its channel partners, with

a portfolio that covers security, performance, access, networking, convergence, storage and hosted
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solutions.



Wick Hill is particularly focused on providing a wide range of value added support for its channel

partners. This includes a strong lead generation and conversion programme, technical and consultancy

support for reseller partners in every stage of the sales process, and extensive training. Wick Hill

Group is part of Rigby Private Equity, a subsidiary of Rigby Group Investments, an independent company

within Rigby Group plc. As such, Wick Hill has its headquarters in the UK, an office in Germany and an

office in Austria. Wick Hill is also able to offer services to channel partners in thirteen European

countries and worldwide, through its association with Zycko, as part of RPE. 



About WatchGuard Technologies, Inc.

WatchGuard® Technologies, Inc. is a global leader of integrated, multi-function business security

solutions that intelligently combine industry-standard hardware, best-in-class security features, and

policy-based management tools. WatchGuard provides easy-to-use, but enterprise-grade protection to

hundreds of thousands of businesses worldwide. WatchGuard is headquartered in Seattle, Wash. with offices

throughout North America, Europe, Asia Pacific, and Latin America. To learn more, visit WatchGuard.com.



WatchGuard is a registered trademark of WatchGuard Technologies, Inc. All other marks are property of

their respective owners.
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For further press information, please contact Annabelle Brown on 01326 318212: email pr@wickhill.com.
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